
Tom3UPS - GEORGIA STATE ACF DETOX 2001- UT-CHATTANOOGA 
Questions by Georgia State plus Craig Barker, Miguel Ruiz, Charlie, and God only knows who else 

1. "And some kidnapped handicap was complaining that he caught the clap from some mousetrap he 
bought last night. Well I unsnapped his skull cap and between his ears I saw a gap but he'd figu,r~~ he'd be all 
right." These are some of the lyrics from the original that didn't make it into the more successful cover version. 
Lines that did include "The calliope crashed to the ground" and "Go-Kart Mozart checkin' out the weather 
chart." FrP name this early Bruce Springsteen song which gave Manfred Mann a huge hit in 1976 

A - Blinded by the Light 

2. At one time, Spin Magazine dubbed this sequel "The Greatest Movie of The Spin Years " (circa 1985), 
saying, QUOTE: "Ah, tHe beauty of a disembodied eyeball popping out of its socket and into the mouth of an 
unsuspecting bystander. Sam Raimi has never been scarier. Bruce Campbell has never been stupider." FTP, 
name this 1987 masterpiece that gave us our second helping of S-Mart's most heroic associate, the chainsaw
enhanced, Ash." 

A - Evil Dead 2 (Note: Due to the reputation that this sequel has gained entirely on its own merit, 
the reader cannot prompt on just Evil Dead.) 

3. You've probably never heard of this band, unless of course you happen to be a fan of Sixpence-
None-the-Richer producer and Christian contemporary music black sheep, Steve Taylor. He was the lead singer 
and songwriter for this band that released only one self-titled record on MCA in 1991. You may have noticed 
their only other rvinor claim to fame - the last song on the soundtrack to the "Christian" Slater movie Pump Up 
the Volume titled "Tale 0' the Twister". FrP, name this now defunct Alterna-Christian band whose 2 word 
name suggests an "artistic revolution" by attempting to cleverly combine the names of a Russian/Jewish artist 
and a Cuban revolutionary. 

A - Chegall Guevara 

4. Carol Channing, Keith Carradine, Connie Stevens, Leif Garrett, Bonnie Raitt, Curtis Mayfield, Tina 
Turner, Wolfman Jack, Frankie Valli, Donovan, Del Shannon, Jose Feliciano, Grover Washington Jr., Earth, 
Wind and Fire, Billy Preston, Alice Cooper, Aerosmith, Donald Pleasence, George Burns, Steve Martin, and of 
course, Peter Frampton and the Bee Gees can all be seen in FrP what 1978 cheese-flick that took a 1967 
Beatles record to the big screen. 

A - Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band 

5. It was founded in 1998 by Larry Page and Sergey Brin, two Stanford Ph.D. candidates, who developed a 
technologically advanced method for finding information on the Internet. It's garnered awards from PC World, 
PC Magazine,and Forbes for its speed, accuracy, and lack of clutter. It offers the handy option "I'm feeling 
lucky," which returns the #1 most relevant hit. FrP name this search engine, the first to claim it searches over 1 
billion websites; which calls its corporate headquarters the 'Plex. 
Answer: Google 

6. OK, so much for Google's "I'm feeling lucky button" - a search for this product led to the Zambian 
affiliate of the Media Institute of Southern Africa. Atepinions.com, 75% of drinkers give it good marks, but 
the other 25% use phrases like "the most vile drink ever to be derived from alcohol." Introduced regionally in 
1992 and nationally in 1994, it uses charcoal to filter out all "beer cues," including beer's color and taste. FrP 
name this clear malt beverage from Coors. 
Answer: Zima 



· 7. ,. This 1996 CD help to garner 7 Grammy nominations in 1997 for its band. Among the somewhat diverse 
nominations were: Best Rock Performance by a Duo or Group with Vocals, Best Alternative Music 
Performance, Best Hard Rock Performance, Best Pop Instrumental Performance, and Best Music Video - Short 
Form, as well as Record of the Year and Album of the Year. However, the lone victory was for Best Hard Rock 
Performance for Bullet with Butterfly Wings. FfP, name this 3rd release and only double CD by the Smashing 
Pumpkins. 

A - Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness 

8. If BYU and the Mormon Church got all bent out of shape about the girl from MTV's The Real World, 
you can just imagine what they think about this guy. Although he claims to a practicing and devout Mormon, 
his 1998 sophomore effort was (until revisions were made) about to become the first motion picture ever 
saddled with an NC-17 rating for its sexually-explicit language alone. FfP, name this writer/director of "Your 
Friends and Neighbors" and 1997's "In the Company of Men", as well as the director of 2000's "Nurse Betty". 

A - Neil Labute 

9. She thinks that men shouldn't be the only ones who get to stuff their crotch areas. She thinks women 
should get to do it too." FTP, names this new, but thankfully not recurring, character introduced last year on 
Late Night with Conan O'Brien. 

A - Camel-Toe Annie 

10. Pseudo Echo, Divinyls, The'Little River Band, Kylie Minogue, Icehouse, Helen Reddy, INXS, ACIDC 
and Air Supply. If you haven't figured out what we'relooIdng 'for, then'perhaps Midnight Oil, Olivia Newton
John and Men at Work will help you make the connection. For 10 points, what's the common demoninator? 

A - Australia (or Australian Bands) 

11. A trailer for the soon to be released animated film Final Fantasy begins with the words, "The dream is 
always the same." In 1983, another movie opened with the same line. The earlier film also feature notable 
quotes like "I've got a Trig mid-term tomorrow and I'm being chased by Guido the killer pimp," and "Every 
now and then say 'What the fuck.' 'What the fuck' gives you freedom. 0 freedom makes your future." FTP, 
name this movie, the first starring Rebecca de Mornay. 

A - Risky Business 

12. EY.I, Dictionary, The Plan, The Real Deal, Friends Say, Ironic Irving, Obvious Guy, Sarcastic Sid, and 
Therapist Joe are some of the pop up icons on this syndicated show hosted by the irresistibly charming and 
dapper Roger Lodge. FfP name this "fair-share contributor to the vast wasteland" that sets up two strangers in 
hopes of finding a perfect match. 

A - Blind Date 

13. Rob Burnett, Sam Adams, Michael McCrary, Jamie Sharper, Duane Starks, Kim Herring, Chris 
McCallister, Peter Boulware, Rod Woodson, Tony Siragusa, and Ray Lewis, are FfP, the starters of what 
vaunted defense which has miracoulsly allowed Trent Dilfer to return to Tampa next week with at least a shred 
of dignity. 

A - Baltimore Ravens 

14. This show has featured products such as Joe Kamel, a takeoff on Pokemon, I Can't Believe It's Not 
Poop, anagrams, the last male lizard of his species being set up on Sally, the Anipals comparing their various 
manhoods in the sauna, as well as Triumph the Insult Comic Dog stuck inside a poodle performing for Robert 
Goulet. FfP, name this high brow Comedy Central program created by Robert Smigel. 

A - TV Funhouse 



15. J It was the 4th book by an author with excellent literary credentials (meaning great reviews and no sales 
for her first three books.) Based loosely on the actual case of Roseann Quinn, it tries to explain why the 
inhibited Catholic protagonist, Theresa Dunn, thinks she's not good enough to hold onto a man - and thus seeks 
out anonymous sexual partners in New York singles bars. FTP name this 1975 Judith Rossner novel, adapted 
into a 1977 film starring Diane Keaton. 
Answer: Looking for Mr. Goodbar 

16. During arbitration this past summer, his team labeled him a one-way player and no good in the playoffs, 
even though he scored 2 overtime goals in back-to-back Stanley Cup games- albeit with Montreal. He's used a 
stick with a flat blade angled like a pitching wedge ever since he scored 50 goals in a season. Out with back 
surgery most of this season, he may bypass his current team for Colorado, Dallas, Detroit, or St. Louis, yet 
another move for Vermont's only NHLer. Name, FTP, this embattled Philadelphia Flyer. 
ANS: John LECLAIR 

17. If ever there's been a topic begging to have a trash tournament question written about it, surely this is it, 
Tim Scoggins is Karnage. Jason Allman is Angel. Dennis Dobson is Apocalypse. Rob Vaughn is Jesus Freak, 
and also the founder of this Mesquite, TX - based ministry that has oftentimes gotten their young attendees so 
excited about Jesus that they've had to frequently remind them not to throw debris at those "spreading the 
gospel." FTP name this Christian Ministry (and sanctioning body) where you'll find that their way of "sharing 
the word" usually involves the use of garbage cans and folding tables. 

A - Christian Wrestling Federation 

18. Its website offers recipes for mixers such as "citrus spritzer" and "frozen Hawaiian." Under the banner 
"Good news for your heart," it also touts studies suggesting that you can lower your cholesterol with 7 grams 
daily of soluble psyllium fiber. That's about equal to six of the wafers (available in Apple Crisp or Cinnamon 
Spice), or three doses of the more familiar orange powder mix. FTP name this Procter & Gamble laxative now 
also billing itself as a dietary fiber supplement 
Answer: Metamucil 

19. He was drafted in the second round by the Dallas Mavericks after a stellar collegiate career which 
included leading the ACC in scoring as a freshman at Georgia Tech. This All-Star Weekend Long Distance 
Shootout winner in 1993 and 94 is also known for his free throw shooting. FTP name this member of Dream 
Team II who never played for Dallas but has played point guard for Golden State, Washington, and Cleveland. 
ANSWER: Mark _Price_ 

20.. Channel Umptee-3, The Powers that Be, Sunday Dinner, a.k.a. Pablo, The Baxters, Hanging In, All that 
Glitters, Forever Fernwood, A Year at the Top, The Nancy Walker Show, Hot L Baltimore, The Andy Williams 
Show, Maude, Good Times, 704 Hauser St., and All in the Family were, FTP, TV shows produced by what 
producer/director? 
Answer: Norman _Leac 

21. J.K. Simmons, John Fiore, Carolyn McCormick, Richard Brooks, Dann Florek, George Dzundza, Cary 
Lowell, Steven Hill, Jesse Martin, Jill Hennesy, Benjamin Bratt, S. Epatha Merkerson, Chris Noth, Diane 
Wiest, Michael Moriarty, Angie Harmon, Sam Waterston and Jerry Orbach were or are all FTPcastmembers 
on what 11 year NBC drama? 
Answer: _Law and Order_ 

22. This 2.66 mile oval track has earned the title of NASCAR super-speedway. Holding over 108,000 fans, this 
track has seen numerous speed records since its 1969 opening. In fact, Mark Martin must have loved it, since 
he set records on two occasions in 1997. FTP, name this Alabama race course 40 miles east of Birmingham 
named for the city where it's located. 
Answer: _Talladega_ 



BON~ - GEORGIA STATE ACF DETOX 2001- UT·CHATTANOOGA 
Questions by Georgia State plus Craig Barker, Miguel Ruiz, Charlie, and God only knows who else 

1. "Yo quiero el pico" or I want the shovel, was what Julia Stiles intended to say to the Costa Rican 
workers during her recent stay with Habitat with humanity. Of course unbeknownst to her "el pico" is slang for 
"dick" in Costa Rican. Well, with that aside, let's see if you are more familiar with her more sexually repressive 
movie career. For the stated number of points, name the Julia Stiles film from the description. 
1. 10 pts. - This Shakespearean adaptation (not kidding) tells of how Heath Ledger must be bribed to take man 

hater Stiles out on a date (obviously the concept of bribery has been adapted from the Shakespearean 
version.) 

A - Ten Things I Hate About You 
2. 10 pts. - Julia's has small supporting role in film starring Harrison Ford trying to stop an IRA terrorist 

played by Brad Pitt. 
A - The Devil' sOwn 

3. 5pts. - Old story, trained ballet dancer forced to move to the hood and learns to dance hip hop, Julia finds 
out black culture is actually kind of cool, she would like to give a shout out to Sean Patrick Thomas. 

A - Save The Last Dance 
4. Julia moves away from teen schlock by appearing in this David Mamet film set in a small Vermont town 

where she gets to have an affair with Alec Baldwin (Julia did not report any uncontrolled anger). 
A - State and Main 

2. In his book, Attorney General nominee John Ashcroft says that one way his father taught him to rise 
above racism at an early age was to introduce him to poetry by some of the most famous black poets of his time. 
In keeping with this spirit, given the title of a recent poetic composition, name the VERY famous modern-day 
African American poet for 5 pts. each. (Note: All of the following compositions have been set to music since 
being written.) 
1. She Don't Fuck You Like I Do 
2. Fuck East Coast Niggas 
3. Fuck That Nigga 
4. The Wrong Nigga to Fuck Wit 
5. You Don't Wanna Fuck Wit Me 
6. It's All Good (Fuck All Day, Fuck All Night) 

A-LiI' Kim 
A - 2pac Shakur 
A - Juvenile 
A - Ice Cube 
A - 01' Dirty Bastard (or ODB) 
A-DMX 

3. Given a famous recurring quote, name the WCW or WWF wrestler to whom it's attributed. 
1. "Don't hate the playa, hate the game!" A - Booker t 
2. "Now hit my music!" A - Ernest The Cat Miller 
3. "Turn that sum-bitch sideways, and shove it up your candy ass." 

A - The Rock 
4. "Choke on that, slap nuts." A - (The Chosen One) Jeff Jarrett 
5. "If I could be serious for a moment." A - Lance Storm 
6. "Remember, to BE the man, ya gotta BEAT the man. WOO!" 

A - (Nature Boy) Ric Flair 

4. In a scene spoofing a 1956 Ingmar Bergman movie, Bill and Ted, during their Bogus Journey, defeat 
the Grim Reaper at four contests of their choosing. For five points each name these four popular store-bought 
games. A - Battleship, Twister, Clue, and Electronic Football 2 
For an additional ten points, name that Bergman classic, in which a 14th century knight plays a game of chess 
against death, with the knight's soul at stake. 

A - The Seventh Seal 



· S. FTP, given the following sets of musicians, name their sole US #1 single. If you need the band name, 
you 11 earn only S points. 

1. Pat Badger, Nuno Bettencourt, Gary Cherone and Paul Geary 
Band: Extreme 

A -"More Than Words" (1990) , 
2. Pal Waaktaar, Magne Furuholmen and Morten Harket. 

Band: a-Ha 
A - "Take on Me" (198S) 
3. Rick Nielsen, Robin Zander) Tom Peters son and Bun E. Carlos 

Band: Cheap Trick 
A - "The Flame" (1988) 

6. On a IS- 10 basis, answer these questions about these members of the NFL's all-time team who were 
thrown out of their last game. 
(a) (IS)To his credit, this running back didn't know that the last game of the 1966 season would be his last. 

(10) But when he got caught up in the filming of The Dirty Dozen in London, this Cleveland star decided 
to retire after just nine years in the league. 
Answer: Jim Brown 
(b) (IS) This long-time Bills receiver was tossed for arguing with officials in a December 1997 game. 

(10) He will probably be the first player to make the Hall of Fame for play on Special Teams. 
Answer: Steve Tasker 

7. From a description, given the name of these cartoon siblings. 
1. For 10 points, while Dexter is busy in his laboratory, he is often pestered by this older sister, an 

aspiring ballerina. 
A- Dee Dee 
2. For 10 points, of the Animaniacs, she's "the Warner sister." 
A-Dot 
3. For S points each, Arthur the Aardvark has double trouble with his two little sisters. Name them. 
A - D.W. (or Dora Winifred) and baby Kate 

8. NASCAR Winston Cup fans are as quick to recognize their favorite drivers by the colorful sponsor's 
logos as by the numbers on the cars. From the given descriptions, name the driver of the following cars, for 10 
points each. 

1. The red, white and blue Citgo car, number 6, a Ford Taurus 
A-Mark Martin 

2. The black GM Goodwrench car, number 3, a Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
A - Dale Earnhardt (NOT Jr.) 

3. The lime green and red Interstate Batteries car, number 18, a Pontiac Grand Prix 
A - Bobby Labonte 

9. For the stated number of points, name the wireless/cellular service provider from its slogan and a 
sample rate plan. 

Spts. - "We're on that." and 3600 minutes for $40 
A - Powertel 

Spts. - "The Clear Alternative to Cellular." and 2000 minutes for $49.99 
A - Sprint PCS 

10pts - "Simple, Affordable, Natura1." and SOO minutes for $20 
A - Verizon Wireless 

IOpts. - "What do you have to say?" and 100 minutes for $29.99. 
A - Cingular 



r 
10. . For 10 points each, 30 for all correct, answer these questions about Ender Wiggin: 
A. What science fiction author created Ender Wiggin? 
answer: Orson Scott Card 
B. In which sequel to Ender's Game does Wiggin first meet Jane the self-aware computer? 
answer: Speaker For the Dead 
E. After Ender's Game and Speaker For the Dead, can you name either of the remaining books in the Ender 
Wiggin quartet? 
answer: Xenocide or Children of the Mind 
(prompt on "yes," accept but award zero points for "no") 

11. Radiohead - Their nomination at this year almost gives the Grammy's credibility. Anyway, FTP each 
name the Radiohead album from a pompous-ass review. If you need a song or two from the album, you'll get 
only 5 pts. 

A. " ... mates Smiths-type self-consciousness with dramatic U2-like vocals and guitar, with Cure-style 
heavy but crunchy pop ... " 

Songs: Anyone Can Play Guitar and Creep 
A - Pablo Honey 

B. A sonically ambitious album that offers no easy hits. It's a guitar field day, blending acoustic 
strumming with twitches of fuzzy tremolo and eruptions of amplified paranoia ... " 

Songs: My Iron Lung, Fake Plastic Trees 
A - The Bends 

C. "Shrouded in wafting guitars, swoony rhythms, and moody-blue strings, it shrugs off mosh-pit 
conventions for a poignant delicacy and breadth, with Yorke's cracked-throat voice the album's melancholy 
center .. :.For all of Radiohead's growing pains .. :their aim--to take British pop to a heavenly new level--is true ... " 

Songs: Lucky (better than the Britney Spears song of the same name) and Paranoid Android 
A - OK Computer 

12. 5-10-15, given a list of titles, identify the company that produced all of these. 
a. 5: Chronotrigger, Secret of Mana 

Answer: --,SquaresofC 
b. 10: SimAnt, The Sims, SimGolf, and coming soon, SimHariKari G/k) 

Answer: _Maxis_ 
c. Battlezone, Civilization: Call to Power 

Answer: _Activision_ 

13. On Apri115, 2000, Cal Ripken, Jr. became only the seventh player to record at least 3,000 hits and 400 
home runs. For 5 points each, name the other six members of this elite fraternity. 

A - Henry Aaron, Stan Musial, Carl Yastrzemski, Willie Mays, Eddie Murray and Dave Winfield 

14. FTSNOP, name the songs about a real-life event from information. 
a. FFP, Gordon Lightfoot memorialized the November 10, 1975 weather-related sinking of an iron ore hauler in 
Lake Superior in this song. 
ANS: The WRECK OF THE EDMUND FITZGERALD 
b. FTP, Don McLean's album American Pie also included this song about a famed artist, his life and death, and 
his relationship with his brother Theo. 
ANS: VINCENT (Starry Starry Night) 
c. FI5P, this song from Band on the Run is titled for Pablo Picasso's last words. It is thought that Paul 
McCartney wrote it in response to a bet. 
ANS: DRINK TO ME 



15 .. " Given an X-Man, give his or her secret identity FFP each and a bonus five for all correct: 
a. Cyclops 

Answer: Scott _Summers_ 
b. Gambit 

Answer: Remy _LeBeau_ 
c. Nightcrawler 

Answer: Kurt _ Wagnec 
d. The Beast 

Answer: Henry "Hank" _McCoy_ 
e. Colossus 

Answer: Peter _Rasputin_ (accept Pyotr for Peter and prompt on Peter _Nicholas_) 

16. Since the AFI released its Top 100 films, everyone else has jumped on the bandwagon with lists of their 
own for everything. FFP each and a bonus 5 for all correct, identify the # 1 entry in each of the following lists. 

a. AFI's Top 100 Comedies, also known as 1 00 Years ... 100 Laughs. 
Answer: _Some Like It HoC 

b. IMDB.com User Top 250 movies as of December, 2000 
Answer: _The Godfathec 

c. VHl 's Top 100 Dance Songs 
Answer: _I Will Survive_ by Gloria Gaynor 

d. MTV and Rolling Stones Top 100 Pop Songs 
Answer: _ Yesterday_by the Beatles 

e. The British Film Institute's Top 100 Films 
Answer: _The Third Man_ 

17. Now for a bonus on everybody's favorite show, the Golden Girls. I SAID, NOW FOR A BONUS ON ... 
oh, never mind. FTSNOP: 

a. First, FFP, what city does the television show take place? 
Answer: _Miami_, Florida 

b. For another 5, what show was a spin-off of the Golden Girls? 
Answer: _Empty NesC 

c. For a final twenty points, five points per answer, identify the actresses that played the four Golden Girls 
(Note: Sophia was a Golden Girl. Don't take any shit from anybody that there were only 3) 

Answer: Beatrice _Arthur_, Betty _ White_, Rue _McClariahan_, and Estelle _Getty_ 

18 "'How c-could you?' she gasped. I only had a moment before talking to a corpse, but I got it in. 'It was 
easy,' I said," ends this book. Answer some questions about it FTSNOP.· 

a. 10: Identify this book, the first to use Mike Hammer, the detective who is doing the killing in this 
particular instance. 

Answer: _I, the Jury_ 
b. 5: Identify the author ofI, the Jury and 12 others featuring Mike Hammer. 

Answer: Mickey _Spillane_ 
c. 15: Name the other speaker from that quote, the killer Mike has vowed to find no matter the cost, who 

happens to be a beautiful woman that he loves. 
Answer: _Charlotte_ Manning 



1.£1. For the last year, one of our team members/question writers has commuted weekly from his home in 
Atlanta to NYC - so, we just wanted to see what kind of knowledge you have about places in the Big Apple. 
First, for 5 pts, what name is given to the 5 block area south of Houston St. in Manhattan? 

A- SoHo 
SoHo's southern "border" is Canal St. For 5 pts., what Manhattan district is contained within the Triangle 
Below Canal St. 

A - Tribeca (TRI-angle BE-low CA-nal) 
Now, for 5 pts. each, in which of New York City's 5 boroughs would you find: 

1. Yankee Stadium A - Bronx 
2. Flushing Meadow A - Queens 
3. Coney Island A - Brooklyn 
4. Harlem A - Manhattan 

20. 30-20-10. Identify the actress from clues. 
a. 30: Young J ackie-O in the House of Yes 
b. 20: Her debut was as Mary Anne in The Babysitter's Club and she played Becky Thatcher in The 

Adventures of Tom and Huck 
c. 10: Laney Boggs in She's All That 

Answer: Rachel Leigh _ Cook_ 

21. Given the year of birth and the first names of a litter of kids born at the same time to the same mother, 
give the children's common surname for 10 points each: 
A. 1934: Annette, Cecile, Emilie, Marie, and Yvonne. 
answer: Dionne 
B. 1997: Kenneth, Alexis, Natalie, Kelsey, Brandon, Nathan, and Joel. 
answer: McCaughey 
C. 1998: Gorom, Chidi, Chima, !kern, Ebuka, Echerem, Jioke, Odera. 
answer: Udobi-Chukwu (accept either part of the hyphenation) 

22. Answer the following questions about blacklisted screenwriters in the 50s FTSNOP. 
A. PTP, identify the man blacklisted after appearing as an unfriendly witness to HUAC, who also wrote 

three Oscar-nominated scripts: Champion, The Men, and High Noon. 
Answer: Carl _Foreman_ 

B. For another ten points, identify this writer, blacklisted for his screenplay Salt of the Earth, but went on to 
write more movies anonymously, including Lawrence of Arabia. 

Answer: Michael _ Wilson_ 
C. For five points, for what movie did Carl Foreman and Michael Wilson both anonymously write the 

screenplay, a 1957 movie directed by David Lean? 
Answer: _Bridge on the River Kwai_ 

D. For a final five points, who was originally given sole credit for the screenplay? 
Answer: Pi~rre _Boulle_ (Ed. Note: At the time, Boulle spoke no English!) 


